November 2013

Monthly Georgia Commute Options $25 Prize Winners
Randomly selected to receive $25 Visa gift card based on # of logs submitted

AGL Resources
Randell Fox
Ken Snyder

Alston & Bird
Nicole Dever
Teta Hakim
Casey Lecates
Denise Louis

AT&T - Midtown
Michael Boetje
Phyllis Clemmons
Douglas Cox
Jane Cragg
Keith Dowdley
Nicole Ford
Sheila Gilstrap
Charlotte Gramling
Lisa Griffith
Rebecca Hay
Brett Irvine
Joanne Janchus
Joseph Jones
Greg Jones
Denise Kramber
Mike Marshall
Raymond McNure
Regina Miller
Doug Owen
Kevin Seeds
Evelyn Vologavage
Deborah Worley

Bank of America
Robert Day
Felicia Rowser

Bryan Cave
Susan Stenstrom

Drew Eckl & Farnham
Pamela Hamilton

Emory University Hospital
Midtown
Angel Johnson
Angela Nelms

Federal Home Loan Bank
Tonya Ferguson

Federal Reserve Bank of ATL
Chris Courtenay
Shih-Yuan Fong
Jacqui Hicks
Pat Outhavong

Fragomen, Del Ray, Bernsen, & Loewy
Frances Mechwart
Pekita Mixon

Georgia Tech
Ashley Allen
Ladonna Bowen
Sherri Brown
Antonio Cicone
Tiffany Davis
Ameet Doshi
Nicolas Dudebout
Leslie Evans
Denise Ewing
Christopher Henderson
Alan Hewitt
Erik Johnson
Prashant Khare
Benjamin Lee
Tim Lenz
Maria Matheson
Vince Pedicino
David Pudleiner
Mark Scott
Stephen Thomas
Saleem Usmani
Cara Young

IDI
Laura Taylor

Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton
Lauren Slair
Jared Welsh

King & Spalding
Becky Coughlin
Allen Eubanks
Stacey Vizcaya

Midtown General
(Listed on next page)

Norfolk Southern Corp
Sue Bond
Patricia Earwood
Hunter Eskew
Julian Falls
John Franklin
Raymond Gilliland
Brenda Holmes
Gerald Kaselak
Jeff Lott
Clarence Lunsford
Anthony Machalette
Johnda Mitchell
Robin Newman
Gowon Patterson
Chris Riggins
Thomas Rodes
Jeremy Roper
Michael Will
Michael Williams

Smith Gambrell & Russell
Sarah Mauldin
Mindy Newman

Sutherland Asbill & Brennan
Audrey Arnold
Tonya Black
Stacy Fredrich
Andrea Legette
Triage Consulting Group
Jonathan Boortz Marx
Jennifer Sewell

Troutman Sanders LLP
Mary MacDonald
Sonia Velasquez Guerrero

Turner Broadcasting
Bryan Denney
Michael Love
Reni Rivera
Sara Turner
Jason Wiley
Jasmin Williams
James Yeary

Commuter Prize Winners
Randomly selected to receive $25 Visa gift card based on # of logs submitted

Midtown General
Glenn Abajian - TalentQuest
Amy Avery Holz - Geofields Inc
Jan Boggs - Swift Currie McGhee & Hiers
Melinda Collins - BDO Seidman
Lauren Cortjens - Georgia Sports Chiropractic
Rose-Lucie Croisiere - Atlanta Capital Management
Taylor Davis - Robins Kaplan Miller & Ciresi
Elaine Dillard - RR Donnelley and Sons
Karen Fiedls - tvsdesign
Rebecca Frye - Lord Aeck & Sargent
Philip Girvan - Heery International
Nareene Hamler - Georgia's Own Credit Union
Jon Harrison - Woodruff Arts Center
Glenda Harvey - Woodruff Arts Center
Carolyn Jackson - Jackson Lewis
Xuebin Jiang - Routematch Software
David Jones - Accenture
Carolyn Jones - Heery International
Katina Jones-Gatewood - Ebix Inc
Kimberly Lawing - PricewaterhouseCoopers
Danny Le - Westat
Edgar Leicht - HDR Architecture Inc
Pat Lowe - AIG
Lynette Moore - Swift Currie McGhee & Hiers
Rodney Moss - Direcpath
Dollie Nobles - Georgia's Own Credit Union
Caroline Prinzivalli - Woodruff Arts Center
Justina Richards - Invesco
Robert Schreiner - Hunton & Williams
Angela Schulz - Ebix Inc
Pat Sherman - Hunton & Williams
Brian Siegmann - Alluvia Restaurant
David Smedick - Southface Energy Institute
Celestine Smith - DTAE Georgia Quick Start
Lauren Spresser - Woodruff Arts Center
Susanne Susheelan - Perkins+Will
Virginia Sweeney - High Museum of Art
Hong-Van Vo - Accenture
Cindy Ward - ZWJ Investment Counsel
Margot Williams - Balfour Beatty